Study Guide For The Board Of Certification, Inc., Entry-Level Athletic Trainer Certification Examination
The most comprehensive review book for the new, 2010 BOC Test Plan! A complete roadmap to success on the new, 2010 BOC entry-level certification exam for Athletic Trainers! More than 1,400 questions in the Study Guide and on the Interactive, Electronic Test Bank the bonus CD-ROM, including the new, Â“Focused Testlets,Â” offer practice, practice, and more practice. The questions youÂ’ll find in the book and on the bonus CD-ROM show you the way to success on the new, 2010 Board of Certification, Inc., Entry-Level Athletic Trainer Certification Examination. Together, they offer an in-depth review of content and familiarize you with the computerized format of the new exam and the new questions types, including the new, focused testlets. At the same time, youÂ’ll be assessing your knowledge and identifying areas for further study. Rely on the 4th Edition of Study Guide for the Board of Certification, Inc., Entry-Level Athletic Trainer Certification Examination for everything you need to sit for the exam with confidence. Study Guide Presents 800 multiple-choice questions. Reviews the full range of knowledge needed to pass the certification exam. Includes an exam overview, study tips, and test-taking strategies. Interactive, Electronic Question Bank on CD-ROM 1,000 multiple-choice questions, 800 from the book and 200 unique to the CD 73 Focused Testlets, each with approximately 5 questions related to a common scenario encompassing all of the exam question formats â€œHot Spotâ€ â€œHot Spotâ€ with tool bar Drag-and-Drop (Steps-in-Order) Drag-and-Drop (Image Labeling) Practice Test with 150 multiple choice questions and 5 focused Testlets
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Customer Reviews

Out of the 3 exam review books I had, this was the most useful. The CD ROM the book came with was extremely helpful, you are able to do numerous multiple choice questions by domain, and over 100 focused testlets. Helped me pass my exam. If you need a review book for the BOC exam, this is the one you should buy!

This study guide is really good at providing different strategies that may be used for successful completion of the BOC exam. It also offers Around 700 multiple choice questions covering all the different domains of athletic training, as well as incorporating a cd that has about another 1000 questions including the different types of testlet questions. The only problem that I had, and that some other people have had, is that when scoring some of the questions, the scoring may not be accurate.

I love the materials but the CD won't install because it's damage. UPDATE: Ok, I change my mind, I emailed the tech support and they were extremely helpful. Those of you experiencing trouble with the dvd, make sure you download ADOBE AIR. Ever since, it worked like charm. I'm taking my BOC exam June 8, 2016. I will keep you updated and let you know how it goes.

A good way to get used to the style of questions. I have noticed a few questions are incorrect, or could have been multiple selection versus a multiple choice, but otherwise the DVD is a great tool to have as you are studying!

This is exactly what I ordered!! Awesome, the description was perfect, I recieved it right away, and the CD was there with the book (which with other sellers in the past is hasn't been, so I was nervous, but it was!) thanks so much for great selling!!! :)

The material in the book was very helpful, however the quality of the book wasn't. When I got the book I had to practically rip some pages because they were folded to where I couldn't read the material. Overall the material was helpful when reviewing. I liked how it prepares you to answer any type of question on the exam! Quick delivery!

Good study guide and exam content for review. Don't be fooled by the paper aspect of this book. You must know how to properly take the computer portion of the exam because that is how it is
offered now. Great study guide in general hitting all content areas for the entry level ATC
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